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SALMON SHOWDOWN

erwen 200 and 300 people crowded
the Oregon state office meeting
room in Portland for a hearing
Janauary 14 to voice their dismay over a
U.S. Department of Energy proposal to
consider restart of a liquid metal test reactor, the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF).
The reactor at the Hanford Nuclear Site
would make radioactive tritium for atomic

Industrialists raising Atlantic
Salmon in undersea cages are
disrupting marine life from
Puget Sound to the top of
Vancouver Island. Who's letting
this happen?
by Paul Koberstein
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RETURN TO THE WILD
Decades Ago Japan Destroyed
its Wild Salmon and Rivers.
Now Some Japanese Are
Having Second Thoughts.
by Eve Vogel
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bombs (See "A Bomb on Their Hands,"
CT, December 1997.)
What was so striking about this hearing was that not a single person spoke in
favor of the plan to restart the reactor.
Oregon state legislators Kate Brown and
Frank Shields reminded agency officials
that the Oregon Legislature last year had
passed -nearly unanimously in a
Republican-dominated Senate and House
- a bill specifically opposing any new
nuclearproduction activities at Hanford,
and calling for a cleanup.
U.S. Rep. Elizabeth Furse, who took
a lead in persuading Oregon's congressional delegation to join in opposition to
restarting FFTF, urged the Department
of Energy to stick to its mission of cleaning up the mess the U.S. made at
Hanford during several decades of bomb
building. So did Sen. Ron Wyden, Rep.
Earl Blumenauer and a representative of
Gov. John Kitzhaber.
But the most articulate criticism of
this plan came from a voice that not long
ago dominated Northwest politics: retired
Oregon Sen. Mark Hatfield, who wrote a
letter from which we quote in part:
"It is disappointing that this issue is
even being seriously discussed here, a
region of the country that has learned the
hard way that the price of nucleartechnology is much higher than the experts and
proponents of nuclear power are ever
honest enough to acknowledge... Long
ago the Northwest made decisions that
turned away from nuclear production of
weapons material and electricity. It is
time again to reject the sermons of the
nuclear proseltizers and say no to those
who preach death, destruction and ruin to
our world and the region."
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Raw Sewage Contaminates Urban
Waterways: A Tale of Two Cities
By Kathie Durbin
Seattle residents couldn't have
been pleased
to learn in their
December 3 Seattle Post-Intelligencer
that untreated sewage from their out-

dated sewer system is . pouring into
Lake Washington, Elliott Bay and
Puget Sound from 25 separate sites at a
rate of hundreds of millions of gallons
per year.
But that is what King County

This tunnel under downtown Portland was designed to empty the city's overflow sewage
into the Willamette River. (Courtesy city of Portland Bureau of Environmental Services)

found in a· new report to the
Washington Department of Ecology.
According to the P-I, 2.2 billion gallons
of sewage was dumped into Seattlearea waters in the year ending May 30,
1997. The pollution results from "combined sewer overflow," a phenomenon
familiar to many cities with outdated
sewer systems that carry both sewage
and storm runoff. Heavy rains can overwhelm these systems, forcing them to
overflow and dump untreated sewage
into public waters. In King County,
that happened 364 times last year - an
average of once a day.
To fix the problem, and bring the
system up to state standards, would
cost an estimated $600 million, tacking
an additional $1 to $2 onto each household's monthly sewer bill. However, a
recent telephone
survey of King
County residents shows that might not
be a big obstacle; 76 percent of those
surveyed said they would pay an extra
$1.50 per month to keep raw sewage
out of Seattle-area waters. Puget Sound
harbors abundant populations of shellfish as well as imperiled spring chinook
salmon runs.
The real obstacle appears to be an
unwillingness by political leaders to
CONTINUED

Another Kind
of Watershed
travel to distant places offers us new
S ometimes
insights about issues back home.
Take watershed health. Here in the Northwest, we
have come to value our forested watersheds for the clean
water they produce and the abundant fish and aquatic life
they support. For most of the 20th century we took them
for granted. We are just beginning to understand at a gut
level that everything runs downstream. Everything we
put into our watersheds - silt, sewage, petroleum products, toxic chemicals - affects their ability to produce
pure water, coho salmon, salamanders and steelhead trout.
But suppose you lived in the watershed of the Santa
Cruz River. The Santa Cruz begins in the mountains of
the state of Sonora, Mexico, and flows north across the
U.S.-Mexico border. One of its major tributaries, the
Nogales Wash, flows north through Nogales, Sonora, a
sprawling border city of about 300,000 that is home to 80
maquiladora factories. The Nogales Wash runs by the
shantytown slums where the maquiladora factory workers
and their families live by the thousands without running
water or sewer systems. The wash is their sewer.
The Nogales Wash collects this raw sewage, along
with the city's garbage and industrial wastes, then flows
north across the border to Nogales, Arizona, where it is
enclosed in a covered aqueduct. Before the waters of the
wash and its tributaries enter the U.S., the International
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By

Kathie Durbin

Boundary and Water Commission, an agency mandated to
enforce Mexican and U.S. environmental laws, douses
them with chlorine to kill fecal coliform and other bacteria - a precaution that is only partially effective.
Overloaded sewage pipes sometimes break, and flows and
organic loads frequently overwhelm the power of the chlo. rine treatments to purify the water, especially when floods
flush out the Sonoran drainages.
Once in Arizona, the Nogales Wash runs into Potrero
Creek, which flows into the Santa Cruz River just east of
the Nogales International Wastewater Treatment Plant,
one of the first binational water treatment plants to be
built on the U.S.-Mexico border. The population of
Nogales, Sonora, is growing so fast that the plant was
obsolete as soon as it was completed in 1992. Seventy percent of the flow treated at the plant originates in Mexico,
yet the plant's operator has no control over what that
water contains. The city of Nogales, does not pre-treat its
wastewater. Heavy metals sometimes reach the treatment
plant - a violation of U.S. water quality standards- for
which the plant could be fined or even shut down.
Despite all the obstacles, the treated water that flows
out of the International Wastewater Treatment Plant is
surprisingly clean most of the time. It swells the flow of
CONTINUED
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Spoiled OU
(.J.S: Sen. Frank.Murkowski (R~
Alaska), chairman of the Senate
Energy and Natural Resources
Corpmittee, is planning an oversight heari.ng to challenge'the
U.fJn,terior.Qegartment's plan to
use Exxon Valdez oil spill settlement money to purchase Native
American lands. H.e compares the
deal to when Native Americans
were coerced into trading
Manhattan Island for beads. This
despite the fact that the land
being purchased is slated for
restoration and habitat protection, not economic development.
Rey Frank: Remember Gilda
~,adner's line? You s6ould try it:
"Nevermind."
One Fciofin the Door "
"Apetition from nine environwmental groups to block Atlantic
Richfield Co .. 's oil and'hatural gas
drilling in the Beaufort Sea,
about 3.5 miles off the coast of
Alaska's Arctic
National
Wildlife
Refuge,
- has

,-

?een

rejected
~ by the U.S.
Interior Department.
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Officials say the plan has adequate
safeguards to protect the area,
adding that no drilling activity
would be allowed inside ANWR
borders.
Green card Revoked
About three years ago, the Fish
and Wildlife Servicetransplanted
66 Canadian gray wolves to
Yellowstone and central Idaho in
an effort to restore the canis lupus
to their historic
range in
America's northern Rockies.
Recently, U.S.
District Judge
William
Downes, a federa I judge in
Casper Wyoming,
struck down the
reintroduction
program and
ordered the
removal of all transplanted wolves
and.their offspring. The reason:
The program could endanger
native wolves migrating into the
area by subjecting them to the
same risks as the transplants.
·
The upshot: Onc.e the· reintroduced wolves are '''e, the
Endang;er~d
can be
enforced, whic
~· ttle shooting of all wolves
atly rea.son. •.
The transplants; whose numbers have now grown to 90 in
Yellowstone and 73 in central
Idaho, are considered "experimental populations," making them
exempt from the endangered
species protection given native
wolves. As things,stan~ now, transplants can be leg
hot if found
preying on livest fOownes says
that if native wolves commingle
with the transplants, they could
lose their special protection.
Downes, who expects an
appeal from the government,
stayed his order until then. Still, he
never did say how he plans to
have the transplants deported.
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Mining Act Overhaul Anyone?
Two guys buy and try to develop
land owned by all taxpayers for
almost nothing. That scenario,
with a tip of the hat to the 1872
Mining Act, is for real. Now
Siskiyou National Forest officials
have released theirpreferred
alternative for the two men seeking access to patepted mining
claims. on the. Li.
etce River
inside the Kalmi
is V\{Hderness:
Allow eight round-trips of three
vehicles each during the dry season for four-wheel drive vehicle
and log truck travel on 12 miles of
old mining road now designated
as Wilderness trail. Although the
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make solving the problem a priority.
Under Washington's current standard,
Seattle is allowed one CSO per year at
each outfall pipe. King County proposes meeting that standard - but 'not
until 2040! What's more, the county
questions whether the expen,se of
even chis delayed compliance with the
federal Clean Water Act is necessary.
To find out, it will conduct an assessment of whether current discharges of raw sewage do
enough harm to justify fixing
the problem. "We're looking
to the water quality assessment to tell us, 'is this OK?"'
Laura Wharton, a county
water quality planner, told the
P-1.

Seattle residents who
think the answer to chat question is obvious and would like
to see a speedier response
might want to look south to
Portland,
where combined
sewer overflows polluted the
Willamette River and the A sewage
Columbia Slough for decades
while
the
city's
Bureau
of
Environmental Services and the state
Department of Environmental Quality
procrastinated, even though both were
aware of the problem. In 1974, the
DEQ warned Portland that the
Columbia Slough was contaminated
and ordered the city to separate storm
and sanitary sewers by 1985. Bue the
city did little beyond warning people

Ground Truthing

CONTINUED

group had prevailed on chis issue,"
said NWEA executive director Nina
Bell. The case is still alive as negotiations conclude work on a consent
decree that sets the cimeline for neareliminacion of CSO discharges.
The lawsuit forced the city to get
serious about fixing its sewer problem,
a job that entails separating storm and
sanitary sewer lines built before 1962
- about half the city's 1,600
miles of sewer pipe - and
treating water from both. In
1991 the city and DEQ
agreed on a plan requiring
the city to end 99.6 percent
of the overflows within 20
years. In practical terms, that
meant the city eventually
would permit only three
CSO
occurrences
per
decade.
In the meantime, there was
a public health crisis to deal
with. In 1992, NWEA joined
. forces with the Black United
Front to post signs along the
pipe extends into the Columbia Slough in Portland.
most polluted stretch of the
NWEA brought a Clean Water Act suit
lower Columbia Slough warning that
to compel the city to clean up its act.
carp and catfish caught in the slough
Environmentalists lost in federal diswere not safe to eat and that the water
was not safe for swimming or drinking.
trict court but won on appeal. In a
Because many low-income Southeast
landmark ruling, the 9th U.S. Circuit
Asian and Eastern European refugees
Court of Appeals ruled that citizens
were entitled to sue to enforce permits
fished in the slough, volunteers printthat required reduction of sewage dised the warnings not only in English
charges. "It was the first time in the
history of the Clean Water Act that a
CONTINUED
ON PAGE 6
to stay away from the river after heavy
rains, and the DEQ looked the ocher
way on the Clean Water Ace violation.
By the early 1990s Portland was dumping an average of 6 billion gallons of
combined sewer overflow from 55 outfall sites into its waterways each year.
It took an organization called
Northwest Environmental Advocates
to force the issue. In April of 1991,
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the Santa Cruz River, recharges the desert aquifer, and border region. Today the U.S.-Mexico border region boasts
gives new life to riparian areas downstream. In this desert .a $150 billion economy fueled by 2,000 foreign-owned faccountry, the "effluent dominated" river is a cherished oasis, tories that exploit cheap labor south of the border.
But there is something horribly wrong with this picture.
home to native fish including the Longfin dace, Desert
sucker and rare Gila topminnow. le draws hikers, bird- Why hasn't all that wealth translated into new housing,
paved streets and modern water and sanitary sewer systems .
watchers, equestrians and families with children.
On a Society of Environmental Journalises field trip lase for -the underpaid Mexican workers who produced this ecoOctober, in a sleek, air-conditioned bus, I visited the Santa nomic miracle? Why hasn't it paid for wastewater treatment
Cruz River. I tried to set aside my prejudices. To an Oregon plants in Mexico? The Lrk Angeles Times said employment in
native, accustomed to the rushing white water of the border industries has grown by nearly 12 percent a year durMcKenzie, the Zigzag and the Sandy, the Rogue and the ing the maquiladora period, but spending on infrastructure
Illinois, it seemed a pathetic trickle. Yet efforts to protect · has grown by less than 5 percent. At least 30 percent of the
chis trickle have attracted grassroots activists and hardwork12 million people living in the border region still lack sewing government officials on both sides of the border. A ers, potable water or both.
group called Friends of the Santa Cruz River is actively
One problem is chat taxes paid by the maquiladoras do
engaged in protecting the river, trying to reduce the pollu- not stay at home in the border states to build water systems
tant load coming out of Mexico, and creating new con- and sewage treatment plants. The money flows south to
structed wetlands to replace those lost to development. A Mexico City and disappears into a federal bureaucracy that
key challenge is getting Mexican officials to adopt U.S. is unresponsive to border cities. The environmental side
standards for sewage and industrial waste treatment.
agreement to NAFTA was supposed to address this probOn the same field trip I visited one of the slums of lem by making loans available to local communities for
Nogales, Sonora. The steep dire road leading to the com- roads and sewers and wastewater treatment plants. Bue the
munity of Colonia Solidaridad crosses over the Nogales money is tangled in webs of bureaucracy; only one-sixth of
Wash, with its floating garbage and its thick yellow foam. the 96 public utility projects so far proposed have been
Two thousand families live here.Among the health prob- approved for financing through NAFTA. Meanwhile, the
lems detected in Nogales, Sonora, are hepatitis, lupus, and workers keep arriving from the countryside, swelling the
blood marrow cancer.
ranks of the oppressed.
Five nervous maquiladora workers met with reporters
Wherever we live, we all buy and use the products crein a schoolroom. They said they earn $4 to $6 a· day, and ated in the maquiladoras: television sets and auto pares,
they described oppressive working conditions, job insecuricomputer monitors and washing machines, athletic shoes
ty and respiratory problems they attributed to air pollution and disposable hospital booties and artificial heart valves.
in some of the factories .
Like it or not, we are all a part of the global economy. We
The-rnaquiladoras have been an economic boon to the all share responsibility for the exploitation of Mexican
border counties on both sides, creating new jobs and new workers and the pollution of the Santa Cruz River.
markets for raw materials as well as finished products. They
The next time you think about free trade, think of the
have been immensely profitable for the American corpora- world as a watershed. We are all connected. Everything runs
tions that took Mexico up on its offer back in 1965 to waive downhill.
•
protectionist tariffs and laws requiring majority Mexican.
ownership for foreign companies chat built new plants in its Kathie Durbin can be reached at akdurbin@aol.com.

C!JPdates
by Kathie Durbin

·Mudslide
victims
California
timber

file racketeering
companies

New Year's Day 1996 was a day the residents of tiny Stafford,
Calif. won't forget. That was the day a wall of mud a mile
long and 100 yards wide broke away from a steep clearcut
slope, roared downhill and slammed into the town, destroying four houses and three mobile homes. Pacific Lumber Co.
of Scotia, Calif., which owned the land, acknowledged that it
had logged 63 acres of second-growth redwoods and
Douglas-firs from the slope in 1993 but contended that 1992
earthquakes, not logging, had triggered the slide.
Now 40 residents of the Humboldt County town, located 30 miles south of Eureka, have filed suit against Pacific
Lumber Co., Barnum Timber Co. and Maxxam Inc., Pacific
Lumber's owner, under the federal racketeering law. They
claim the companies defrauded the government and residents of Stafford by using the mails and telephone systems
to disseminate inaccurate information about the true risk of
logging. The plaintiffs in the suit range in age from 6 to 81
and include third and fourth-generation residents of the
Stafford area as well as several Pacific Lumber Co. employees.
"We are tired of hearing Hurwitz cry about his property
rights," Marian Del Biaggio, a 72-year-old plaintiff and 41year resident of_ the area, told the Associated Press. "What

Conservation
of Klamath

~

Portland

draws

a

line

The Portland metropolitan area's regional government,
faced with the need co accommodate another half-million
residents by 2017 while complying with Oregon's strict land
use laws, adopted a new regional plan in December chat
supporters call "groundbreaking." The plan, which will
guide development for 50 years, is the produce of seven
years of debate and extensive public involvement. It
emphasizes development within existing urban growth
boundaries, economic vitality, affordable housing, trans-portation options and protection of green spaces. (See
Cascadia Times, November 1997, "The Roots and
Consequences of Cascadia's Runaway Growth.")
Under the Metro Council's plan, the urban growth
boundary for the three- county, 24-city metropolitan area

against

about us, the people who live here, and our rights?"
The lawsuit asks for unspecified general and punitive
damages as well as a temporary restraining order to stop logging in the area. It also asks for a court order divesting
Maxxam of profits it has earned from any alleged violations
of environmental laws.
Maxxam spokesman Bob Irelan called the suit "without
merit" and said his company would fight it. He said.
Maxxam, in an effort to be "a good neighbor," had bought
some of the damaged properties and had done reinforcement
work on the land.
The California landslide was one of hundreds triggered
by heavy rain and saturated soils last year in the Pacific
Northwest, (see Cascadia Times March 26, 1996: "An Act of
God? Logging Made a Bad Flood Worse"), but one of few to
result in litigation. In Oregon, thesurvivors and estates of
four mudslide victims who died Nov. 18, 1996, when a debris
flow roared down a mountainside from a 10-year-old clearcut,
filed nine wrongful death suits last January against
Champion International Corp., the owner of the land when
logging occurred, and Whitaker Logging Inc. of Roseburg,
which did the logging. The suits seek a total of $11.3 million
in damages.

Alliance
takes
basin refuges

Wendell Wood's lonely battle to reform harmful water
management and pesticide use practices on two Klamath
Basin refuges gained some powerful allies in December
when a dozen local, regional and national organizations
announced they will sue the U.S. Interior Department to
end agricultural dominance on the refuges.
For years, Wood, a Klamath Falls, Ore. -based field
staffer for the Oregon
atural Resources Council, has tried
to draw attention to the plight of the Tule Lake and Lower
Klamath refuges, which must compete with Klamath Basin
farmers for water in dry years. (See Cascadia Times, August
1996, "Restoring the Marsh: Pesticides Foul Wildlife
Refuges in Klamath Basin.") The refuges, located in
California just south of the Oregon border, lie along the
Pacific Flyway and are part of a six-refuge complex managed
jointly by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation.
On December 9, the Earthjustice Legal Defense Fund
(formerly the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund) filed notice
of intent to sue under the new National Wildlife Refuge
System Improvement Act, signed into law by President
Clinton in October. The suit seeks to end agricultural practices that are inconsistent with the refuges' mission and to
secure an adequate supply of clean water to support native

lawsuit

on feds

over

management

fish and wildlife. Besides ONRC, plaintiffs include the
Sierra Club, the National Audubon Society, the Wilderness
Society, and a number of local groups in Oregon and
California.
Conservationists say water diversion. practices managed
by the Bureau of Reclamation to benefit irrigators have dramatically reduced the extent of productive marsh land,
resulting in sharp declines in waterfowl breeding birds and
overall migratory bird numbers, crowding and disease among
birds using the Lower Klamath Refuge, and pollution of
refuge waters by farm chemicals.
Under an unusual arrangement blessed by Congress,
more than 22,000 acres of the Thie Lake refuge is farmed to
produce potatoes and barley, crops that require intensive use
of chemicals and provide little or no value to the waterfowl
for which the refuges were established.
umerous pesticides and fungicides known to harm birds and fish are routinely applied to crops at Tule Lake, which is also home to a
population
of endangered suckers. For instance, barley
growers who lease refuge land received emergency permission from the Bureau of Reclamation last summer to use a
powerful, previously restricted fungicide marketed as
F olicur to treat a fungus that attacks barley plants.

on sprawl
will expand by a modest 4,500-acres within two years and
eventually by 18,500 acres, allowing outlying suburbs to
encroach on rural lands. But most growth will be accommodated by construction of more houses on smaller lots and
more apartment houses and other multiple- family
dwellings. If builders don't voluntarily construct such housing, the plan provides for mandatory measures.
Oregon's land-use watchdog, 100 Friends of Oregon,
praised the plan. "This is the only metropolitan region in
che United States in che 20th century that has used a democratic process to make a choice about its future," said 1000
Friends executive director Robert Liberty. "It's a very important occasion, not just for this region, but nationally."
•

plan violates the Wilderness Act,
the Forest Service says they're
legally obligated to
provide access.
Scarier than
a lawsuit is
vehicle
travel
could
spread a
virulent
non-native
pathogen - Phytophthora laterells, or Port Orford cedar root disease - that kills Port Orford cedar
and Pacific Yew. It's already infected eight miles of the Little Chetco
and the National Wild and Scenic
Chetco River in the Kalmiopsis. It
spreads from infected to uninfected areas via spores trapped in
mud on vehicles and equipment.
Not so ironically, miners were the
likely culprits, say members of the
Siskiyou Regional Education
Project.·

Solar Logic
With only two years until the year
2000, the sun still provides less
than 1 percent of the US energy
supply. Right now, only 10,000
American homes are powered
entirely by solar energy. Pcesident
Clinton hopes to change that and
has declared 2010 the year that
will boast a million solar panels on
roofs around the nation. He's urging communi' ties to harness the
sun's
energy
to
reduce
reliance
on fossil
fuels.

Sacramento,
California is already at it. The city
has been installing solar panels on
its houses and businesses the last
four years.
Experts predict that with the
restructuring of electric industries
we'll see more companies offering
solar, wind or other renewable
energies. Maybe Clinton could
kick-off his dream with solar panels on the White House by 1999.
A Home With No Trees
Want to live in the forest near Mt.
Hood, Oregon cheap? You can buy
property and slap a prefab home
on it for peanuts compared to
what you'll pay inside Portland's
urban growth boundary. The
catch? Though it may sell for as little as $25,000 an acre, the land's
buck naked. The way it works is a
logger comes in, buys the property, yanks out the trees and puts it
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back OA the !l1ar~et 'f"it~in days.
pther times;'nan~own~roccupied
.
. homes and properties are inheriteclr1•
an·a the land is logged by family
rnembers'for cash. They take proceeds of the timber and leave
neighbors to cope
with the erosion, blowdown, loss of
habitat, and
property value
reduction, among
other costs. Under current
laws, property owners don't
have to maintain tree buffers
along roads, streams or property lines:
The Mount Hood Stewardship
Council is hoping education
and localized networks of buyers'
consortiums can make a difference.
One option has neighbors pooling
resources to buy properties before
the loggers get their saws on them.
Another strategy pools resources to
buy the house and land, then places
deed restrictions or conservation
easements on the larid and reselling
it. Better yet, anyone looking to
buy logged property near the
mountain should think twice about
the true costs.
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More Than Dumb Luck On Its Sid~
Pacific Lumber Co. owns some
200,000 acres of redwoods and other old growth timber - including
Headwaters Forest, which the federal government recently agreeq to
buy for $250 million.
Now the owner of the
largest private stand of redwoods - and the target of
protest by environmentalists for more than a
decade - has· been put.,
on notice that it may
lose its timber operafor license due to persistently poor logging
practices. It's already'
on probation for
Forest.Practices Act.
violations: fa}lure to
maintain a watercourse crossing used in timber operations to prevent stream
overflow;.f9ilure to remove irtade:e
quate drainage structures and failure to install water breaks on logging skid-trans.
~
Sure, and, angels will fly out
their ears. Remember, this is a company that has been field since 1986
'byMaxxam Inc., a conglomerate
owned by Charles Hurwitz, who
snagged the complex deal with
help from pal felons Michael
Mjllk~n and Ivan Boesky.
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but in Russian, Khmer, Lao and Columbia, Victoria's practice of dumpVietnamese. They also traveled by ing untreated human waste into the
boat along the waterway to warn Georgia Strait sparked widespread
refugees not to fish 01; swim near the .public revulsion, and the city is now
operating under a directive that
sewage overflow pipes. The signs
attracted news media attention and requires reducing sewage discharges
gave wide publicity to the sight of substantially.
Nina Bell says litigation is often
used tampons and toilet paper and
the surest way to bring reform. "For
human waste floating in the slough.
When city employees removed any kind of long-term =process,
some of the signs, saying the group had whether it's 15 or 20 or 25 years, havnot received permission to post them on ing the ability co keep people's feet to
city property, an outraged public the fire through a court order or a
demanded action. The city quickly court decree is absolutely critical."
Even though Portland has now
recanted and agreed to post its own signs
along the slough and the Willamette reached agreement with the state on a
River, warning people to avoid contact timeline for CSO reductions, without
with both waterways for 48 hours after litigation "that agreement is not
enforceable by any outside party," she
combined sewer overflows.
The price tag for fixing the CSO pointed out. "Without this consent.
problem was initially estimated at a decree, if the city wanted to renegoticool $1 billion. When the city ate the terms again, they could, and
announced chat monthly sewer bills state could agree."
At the same time, she doesn't diswould likely climb from $17 to $50 by
2012 to pay for chat and ocher sewer count the role of NWEA's public
system expansion coses, a ratepayer awareness campaign: "The amazerebellion ensued. In 1994 the city ment and distress of the public when
renegotiated
its agreement with they found out that raw sewage was
going into our precious Willamette
DEQ. Under the new plan, which
River was worth a tremendous
became the basis for the 'court settlemen t as well, the city will spend $700 amount."
Mike Sato, spokesman for People
million and will eliminate virtually all
for Puget Sound, a grass-roots group
CSOs
from
the
slow-moving
Columbia Slough but allow slightly that works on water quality and habimore releases into the Willamette tat issues, agrees - to a point. But he
River each year. Portland sewer rates also notes that the Puget Sound Basin
will still climb to $42 a month by 2002. has a plethora of pollution problems co
The city is paying for the work deal with, as well as a rapidly rising
through the sale of bonds that will be population that puts more pressure on
paid off over 35 years with sewer antiquated sewer systems with each
passing year.
receipts.
Sewer rates rose sharply after
To keep costs down and reduce
the burden on its antiquated sewer most of Puget Sound went to secondary sewer treatment in the late
system, the city, under the leadership
of then-City
Commissioner Earl 1980s, he said. The cost of eliminating
Blumenauer, came up with several some of the worst CSOs has also
creative strategies. One was a program increased Seattle sewer bills. And the
designed to get 10,000 homeowners to region faces increased costs nae-only
disconnect their roof drains and install to separate the two sewage streams
dry wells to receive runoff instead. By but to treat runoff from storm sewers,
which typically contains a stew of toxlase February, more than 1,400 households had. Another was-a project to ic chemicals. "You put all those things
"daylight" an urban stream that ran together, and how those costs are
through a sewer pipe from Portland's
going to be passed back to users, and
that's where the utilities and the
West Hills to the Willamette River,
el~cted leaders balk," Sato said.
diverting it into a separate channel
chat is not connected to the sewer sys- "They say the receiving waters are not
tem. That project is underway.
that polluted."
It's an argument Sato doesn't buy.
Grumbling about the cost of the
fix continues, but Portlanders consis- The large numbers of CSOs still
tently race high water quality as their entering Seattle-area waters · are
most important environmental priori- "unacceptable/ he said. "They were
ty, and the city is now well into the unacceptable when the first report On
CSOs came out in 1986. Under the
largest public works project in its history. A new $400 million CSO treat- Clean Water Act these waters are supment facility is under construction. A posed to be fishable and swimmable."
Sato acknowledges that while
three-and-a- half-mile pipe chat will
divert CSOs from 10 outfall pipes at a fecal matter eventually decomposes,
cost of $74 .million will be completed the toxic chemicals and heavy metals
by 2001. Last year the Bureau of in storm runoff water can accumulate
in sediments and fish, doing more
Environmental Services predicted
that the overall project will be com- damage to ecosystems in the long
pleted ahead of schedule and $50 mil- term. But somehow, he says, that's
lion under budget.
beside the point. "You can talk about
The CSO problem is not unique toxic discharges and runoff, but you
to Northwest cities, though our heavy get a whole lot bigger constituency
rainfall exacerbates the problem. when the issue is poop."
•
More than 1,200 U.S. cities are faced
with the expense of reducing or eliminating
their CSOs.
In British
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So Ronnies
Still the Boss?
t must be cough knowing the right
answers for salmon. No one will
listen to you. What's popular these
days are the lies - or, as Will Stelle,
Clinton's salmon policy czar in the
Northwest, more gently puts it, the
myths. By Scelle's count, there are seven big myths, which go something like
chis:
1. Federal agencies speak with
one voice. (President Clinton supervises only a few bureaucrats. The rest
think they still work for Reagan.)
_
2. Finger-pointing is the answer.
(Unfortunately, so far that's the only
solution to the salmon problem anyone has come up with.)
3. People in the Northwest will
solve the salmon problem by themselves. (People in the Northwest are
only good at causing the salmon problem.)
4. The states will solve the salmon
problem themselves. (See. No. 3.)
5. The people in the Northwest
want a science-based approach. (In
the science of salmon, there are three
kinds of lies: lies, damned lies and
the other guy's data.)
6. We want someone in charge.
(In face, no group wants anyone at all
to be in charge. Unless it is them.)
7. Scientists will cell us the answer.
(Scientists don't agree with each other
any more than the corporations chat
pay their salaries agree with each other.)

I

s the government of BC Premier
Glen Clark falling? He had a narrow margin in the Legislative
Assembly to begin with, and now two
members in his New Democrat Party
face potential recall. Their defeat
could bring about a new government,
which would demote the Northwest's
most irascible political leader.. In the
California
governor's
race, Sen.
Dianne Feinstein, D-CA, still hasn't
officially entered, but is reportedly in
a dead heat when paired in polls with
Dan Lundgren, the state's GOP attorney general..

I

T

he Clinton administration has
announced an end to logging
in national forest roadless
areas. However, the administration is
getting heavy pressure from the timber industry (and from elected officials beholden to timber interests) to
seriously weaken the new policy.
Nevertheless, the administration is
reconsidering a decision to exempt
America's premier national forest, the
17-million-acre
Tongass National
Forest in Alaska, from any new policy
protecting roadless areas. The administration also may not exempt remaining unroaded areas in the Pacific
Northwest,
particularly the forests
west of the Cascade crest.
•
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face off against~·~

Pacifies

Industrialists raising Atlantic Salmon in undersea cages are disrupting marine life from Puget Sound to the top of Vancouver
Island, shooting mammals and birds, displacing killer whales and
dolphins, and risking the fragile health of wild Pacific salmon.
Who's letting this happen?
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By Paul Koberstein

T

wo salmon fillets at my
local supermarket lay
side by side, wrapped
in cellophane. The bright pink
one on the left, a Chinook, sold
for $7.99 per pound. The other,
of a ruddier hue, was labeled an
Atlantic salmon, and sold for
$5.99. I asked the clerk if she
could tell the difference
between the two. She said all
she knew was that the Chinook Atlantic salmon are raised in cages at Stolt Salmon Farm
tasted more "wild."
I admit it was a trick question. She wild Chinook, the species is disappearing
did not know that while both came from from markets everywhere. The commerthe Pacific Ocean, the Atlantic is not cial fishing industry is collapsing. In
wild. Starting in the mid- l 980s, industri- British Columbia, the total salmon haralists began importing Atlantic salmon vest declined by half from 1991 to 1995.
eggs for growing in large undersea cages, Fishing income has been further
or net pens, off the British Columbia depressed by the vast quantities of
coast. In this ocean, on this side of North salmon produced by the emerging new
net-pen industry, known as salmon aquaAmerica, it is an alien species.
If the name is alien, the "look" is culture.
This aquaculture industry is based
deceptive. The industrialists fed the
Atlantic the additive Astaxanthin, giving on technologies that enable the growing
it a color similar to the Chinook, which of salmon in "feedlot" conditions, like
naturally gets its color from a diet of krill. chickens, cows and pigs. While commerWithout manipulation of its feed, net- cial harvests have slowed down, between
pen reared salmon display a pale gray 1988 and 1995 world farmed salmon production tripled. Salmon farming now proflesh.
The Atlantic salmon before me vides 33 percent of the world's annual
might also have contained traces of three salmon harvest, and in British Columbia
types of antibiotics sometimes used in the farmed harvest accounts for 37 perthe pens and occasionally detected in cent. The seven largest producers are
Norway, Chile,
Scotland,
British
fish sampled by health authorities,
although you wouldn't know any of that Columbia, Ireland, Eastern Canada and
the United States, including Puget
from the label. The fish are also pumped
Sound.
with multiple vaccines.
Most salmon industrialists choose to
While the public may prefer to eat
grow the Atlantic salmon because, at a

at Betty Cove in BC's Broughton Archipelago.

young age, it gains weight faster than the
Chinook. And the Atlantic salmon has
adapted well to the feedlot environment,
where it produces a consistent quality
meat in prodigious quantities under
extremely crowded rearing conditions.
In the Northwest, salmon farming
operations have sprouted at dozens of
locations from Puget Sound to the
Broughton Archipelago at the northern
tip of Vancouver Island, Though the
industry regards itself as a type of farming, its operations are truly factory-like:
In British Columbia, 36 corporations
operate at least 79 sites, raising between
180,000 and 250,000 fish at each site.
Another 15 sites are in operation in Puget
Sound: British Columbia's $167 million a
year industry spews out as !UUCh waste as
a city of 500,000, according to a 1996
report, "Net Loss," by David Ellis, a
fisheries consultant writing for the David
Suzuki Foundation, a Vancouver, BCbased environmental organization. Most
of the farmed salmon are exported to the
United States.
The net pens are like minimum-

security prisons, with a
high
opportunity
for
escape. In just a few years,
hundreds of thousands of
Atlantics have escaped the
pens, and many have been
found roaming marine and
fresh waters as far north as
Alaska.
Although
the
escapees may enjoy their
freedom in the ocean, in
rivers and in bays, they
may at the same time be
wreaking havoc among Chinook and other Pacific salmon species. Many scientists say the Atlantics and the Pacifies
may have already begun sharing diseases,
food, habitat and mates. Both species
even show up in the same commercial
nets.
The risks are not obvious to everyone. A recent BC government review
said the risk to the environment is low at
current production levels. But some industry leaders are eager for as much as a tenfold expansion, and the BC review failed
to say what the potential effects might be
with increases in production. Moreover,
impacts may be felt far beyond the local
salmon populations. Salmon from as far ~
as Idaho migrate right past the net pens.
~
And while the Atlantic salmon is ~
clearly moving in on Pacific salmon terriCJ"
tory, the Pacific salmon - which is in c....,
deep decline throughout large segments PJ....,
of its range due to the impacts of logging, '<
dam building and ocean conditions - is
on its way out. This increasingly endan-

er
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Cover B~-------------------------gered species surely could do without
conflict with an upstart alien.
And so too, it turns out, could the
whales.

SCREAMING SALMON
FACTORIES KEEP
.A.WAY THE WHALES
The village of Simoom Sound sits on
the north side of Gilford Island near the
center of the 800 islands that make up
the Broughton Archipelago. Broughton
once was just about the perfect refuge for
whales, harbor porpoises, seals, sea lions,
dolphins, and salmon - not to mention
the occasional .scientist, and kayakers
seeking remote wilderness recreation.
Fourteen years ago, Alexandra
Morton, a whale
biologist
from
Connecticut, arrived at Simoom Sound to
chronicle relationships within this charismatic society of sea animals, particularly
those involving the orca. By tapping
underwater microphones she placed at
the south end of Queen Charlotte Strait,
Monon listened to cetacean conversations from the convenience· of a speaker
in her home, day and night.
"I've organized my life around being
ready to follow the whales," she says.
"When I heard a whale, I would pick up'
?1Y sound recording bag and off we'd go
in the boat, just following them and
watching and recording."
Morton was among the first to
understand the ways of two distinct families of orcas that take seasonal residence
in the vicinity of Vancouver Island. One
group feeds on fish, the other on marine
mammals. She published the orcas' stories in two books: In the Company of

the whales, salmon and kayakers, Morton
watched social and marine communities
unravel: "It was a place whales frequented, but the whales rarely come to the
Broughton Archipelago anymore, and the
resident species of salmon are virtually
gone. Fishermen are turning away as well
and lodges are closing, although on other
areas of the coast fishing remains excellent and whales common."
One government survey said about
85 percent of the tourism businesses in
~he Broughton area reported negative
impacts from salmon factories, with most
tourists diverting their trips or operations
away from fish cages. It is now impossible to kayak through Broughton without
seeing the cages. Kayakers regularly
claim to hear gunshots, barking dogs,
large noisy boats, and loud generators

the fish farms are producing, and turn
around," Morton says.
The 200 decibel noises, as loud as a
jet engine at a close distance and audible
at 50 km (31 miles), were meant for
Harbour seals and California and Steller
sea lions. The Stellers, which were listed
as a threatened species by the U.S. in
1990, are common though declining
throughout the archipelago. The noises
sometimes repel the pinnipeds, as these
species are known, but the seals respond
to them like dogs to a dinner bell. And
after they get their first taste of farmfresh Atlantic salmon, scientists believe
the seals even tolerate deafness for more.
And sometimes the net-pen operators
shoot the animals when they get too
close (see chart on page 9), a practice that
stirs lots of outrage in the province, yet is
permitted by the
government.
Alexandra Morton
has not published
a book
about
whales since 1993,
and while she continues her whale
research, the onset
of fish factories
has forced her to
drastically change
the nature of her
work which
might now be
described as In the

A~ov~ Photo of Alexandra Morton by Robert Tyrrell. reprinted by perrrussion from IN THE COMPANY OF WHALES. Orea Book Publishers

and mechanical feeders.
collection of field note entries and phoWhen the salmon
tographs documenting the behavior of
factories first arrived,
the killer whales; and Siwiti, a Whales
Morton felt uneasy
Story, an account of the first year of a
about the fact that
killer whale's life. Both were written for
they chose the very
children.
bays
where
wild
Unfortunately, recent changes on
salmon preferred to
the archipelago
have diminished.
feed. But when she
Morton's contact with the whales. In
complained to the
1995, she saw two or three whales all year
Department
of
long. In 1996, she saw just one. And in
Fisheries and Oceans,
1997, none at all. Humpback and Minke
a federal agency in
whales similarly have disappeared.
Canada, she got treatMorton traces the whale's disappear- +ed to what she
ance to the mid- l 980s, when the first
deemed a typical
underwater salmon factory was anchored bureaucratic blow-off.
in a nearby bay. Today, there are 29 fac"They basically said,
tories raising salmon at sea in steel-andCEGo run along and
net pens concentrated within about 20
play.' Their answers
miles of Simoom Sound.
didn't make sense, so
As the recent BC government
I began to investireview pointed out, the industry consid- gate."
ers Broughton one of the world's best
As Morton got
places for producing farmed salmon.
deeper into her research, she discovered
Ocean water flowing in from Queen
new migration patterns had been develCharlotte Strait is very clean, the temperoping among the fish-eating clan of orcas.
ature range is narrow, and the islands,
The salmon factories emit loud noises
bays and inlets provide shelter from
aimed at chasing away predators. But
.o storms. Eager to see new jobs created,
J:>-- the BC government encouraged the whales and dolphins, which have never
shown any interest for net-pen salmon,
~ operators to locate where they did withavoid not only the net pens but also the
::i
c out conducting any environmental
water bodies surrounding them.
~ reviews,
.
and without considering possi"I would see the whales start to
ble conflicts with other uses or species.
come toward us, reach a barrier of sound
As the industry grew bigger among
Whales.from the Diary of a Whale Watcher, a

I've organized my life
around being ready to follow the whales. When I
heard a whale, I would pick
up my sound recording bag
and off we'd go in the boat,
just following them and
watching and recording.

c
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- Alexandra Morton

Company of Alien Salmon. The whale biol-

ogist is familiar with virtually every scientific paper on salmon aquaculture. She
has written several papers and magazine
articles on the subject, and recently
appeared as an expert witness in a
salmon aquaculture court case in
Washington state.
There's been one more evolutionary
step for her: the whale researcher is now
an ardent advocate for the wild Pacific

salmon.
"" "What I discovered," Morton says,
ts that there's nowhere on the planet
that wild salmon and salmon farms are
co-existmg.
Everywhere
intensive
salmon farming has occurred, wild stocks
have crashed or declined and the public
has become enraged."

BC GOVERNMENT
CAUTIOUSLY
SUPPORTS THE
INDUSTRY
Concerns voiced by Morton and
many others in the province, notably
First Nations and such groups as the
Georgia Strait Alliance, Greenpeace, the
David Suzuki Foundation and the Sierra
Legal Defence Fund, have provoked a
long and contentious debate in the
province.
The complaints of First Nation
N uu-chah-nulth elders were particularly
poignant. Representing 14 native groups
on the west side of Vancouver Island
including Clayoquot Sound (and nea;
several net pen operations), the Nuuchah-nulth told the BC salmon aquaculture review team last year that cage
reared salmon are entering spawning
streams- "to further threaten dwindling
wild salmon stocks." They also said clam
beaches were fouled with salmon waste
and herring and rockfish had been dis~
rupted.
"The health of the food chain is
threatened to the point that many Nuuchah-nulth elders now fear to eat some
sea foods that they have consumed all of
their lives," they said.
The First Nations called for a total
permanent ban on salmon aquaculture'.
Public pressure like this led to a moratorium on new operations in 1995, and the
government's review in 1997. This
review, produced by the province's new
Environmental Assessment Office and
released last August, concluded that
"salmon farming in BC, as presently
practiced and at current production levels presents ~ low overall risk to the environment."
Greg D'Avignon, executive director
of the BC Salmon Farmers Association
an industry group, says the report "confirmed" that the industry is environmentally sound and sustainable. "British
Columbians can now be confident that
the future growth of salmon farming in
BC will provide jobs and economic
opportunities for coastal communities
while preserving the health and produc~
tivity of our marine environment."
However, the review team qualified
its opinion in several respects. It said that
sea bed organisms, marine mammals and
shellfish populations need additional
protection from the salmon factories. It
also noted "significant gaps in the scientific knowledge" concerning the industry's environmental impacts. And it
called for much more research into interactions between escaped Atlantic salmon
and wild fish, and on the effects of disease, pathogens, antibiotics, and waste
discharges.
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ABOVE: BC salmon aquaculture operators shot and killed 98 Steller sea lions. 3.778 California
sea lions and 489 harbour seals between 1989 and 1996 - on average about 10 every week over
8 years. 1996 numbers are unofficial. The government requires licenses to shoot the animals.
Source: BC Salmon Aquaculture Review. RIGHT: They shoot birds. too. A bullet killed this gull.
Photo by Alexandra Morton.

Unfortunately,
the government
review board did not have access to all
the existing data. The salmon aquaculture industry, citing confidentiality,
steadfastly refused to turn over fish
health and disease treatment records to
the review team. Though there is no
statutory requirement for it co do so, critics interpreted the industry's withholding of information as a cover-up.
The British Columbia Ministry of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Fish (MAFF)
- an agency that actively promotes the
aquaculture industry - has supported
the industry's efforts to conceal its
records. MAFF does not give other BC
agencies access to its databases containing information related to diagnoses or
services performed for fish farmers. In
1995, differences between MAFF and
the BC Ministry of Environment, Land
and Parks prevented the implementation
of a monitoring and reporting program.
MAFF's support of the program ended
when the industry complained about the
potential release of "confidential information," the BC aquaculture review said.
Data gaps led one coalition of four
environmental
organizations the
Sierra
Legal
Defense
Fund,
Greenpeace, Friends of Clayoquot
Sound and the David Suzuki Foundation
to conclude
in a 1997 report,
"Containing Disaster," that the BC government was headed down an unwise
course in violation of the United Nations
"Precautionary Principle." The principle
says that where potential adverse effects
are not fully understood, activities that
pose serious risks to species should not
proceed.
In the coming weeks, Premier Glen
Clark is expected to announce a decision
on lifting the 1995 moratorium. The

industry hopes Clark will set it free to
expand northward along the central BC
coast all the way to Prince Rupert near
the Alaska border. Environmentalists,
however, are demanding an end to all
salmon production in open net cages at
sea, calling instead for systems that are
closed to the ocean environment.
Kim Pullen, president of the
Victoria-based Pacific National Group,

to grow larger than it is just to be competitive," Pullen says. "You're not going
to see this explode overnight. It's goi\1g
to be a slow process."
But as the industry grows, impacts
will increase along with it, says Laurie
MacBride, a former commercial fisher
and now head of the Nanaimo-based
Georgia Strait Alliance.
"To allow for industry expansion in

To allow for industry expansion in the face
of the plethora of scientific uncertainties
and data gaps would be a betrayal of the
precautionary principle. The potential for
detrimental impacts on wild fish and the
people who depend on them can only escalate if expansion is given the go-ahead.
- Laurie MacBride
one of the larger salmon aquaculture
companies operating in BC, told Cascadia
Times that he's hopeful the government
will allow expansion. He says the BC
industry is eager to compete with Chile,
which produces some 126 million tons of
farmed salmon a year, about five times
the amount produced in BC. The largely
unregulated Chilean industry is producing salmon so fast that Alaska is scared of
losing its enormous Japanese salmon
market to South American producers.
"Quite frankly, the industry has got

the face of the plethora of scientific
uncertainties and data gaps would be a
betrayal of the precautionary principle,"
MacBride said. "The potential for detrimental impacts on wild fish and the people who depend on them can only escalate if expansion is given the go-ahead."
The potential impacts of an expanded industry were not made clear by the
BC aquaculture review. That's because
the report conspicuously failed to analyze the impacts of different levels of
future expansion. It also neglected to

analyze thoroughly other countries'
experiences. Nevertheless, says Greg
Ruggerone, a Seattle fisheries biologist
who participated in the BC review, if the
government and industry implement a
series of 49 recommendations, the risk
will be small. And so, he said, "If the
industry follows the recommendations
we laid out, I would not be concerned."
Bue according to documents in the
1,800-page review, the industry is resisting many of the recommended safeguards. One recommendation,
which
would bar new salmon factories from
locating within 1 km of a wild salmon
stream, was dismissed by the industry as
"not supported by science; eliminates
most of the Coast."
But even 1 km may not be enough
distance. Norway, which as we will see
has had disastrous experiences with
salmon aquaculture, has set 20 km (12
miles) as the legal minimum distance
between net pens and salmon streams.
UNDERSEA

OUTBREAKS
c:,

"Sick farm salmon cut up and sold,"
read the headline in the May 29, 1997,
Vancouver Province. The story, later dispured by the aquaculture industry,
reported that some 5,000 Atlantic salmon
on Vancouver Island got sick with a viral
infection, known as IHNV, and were sold
to consumers. Another 5,000 also had
been infected and not sold. "Scientists
fear the disease could devastate wild-run
sockeye," the story said.
The industry went nuts, saying only
one fish was infected. The newspaper
printed a retraction.
But some British Columbians say
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CoverB---------the article was more right than wrong. It
was based on a report from a native organization's fishery commissioner, who was
quoted in the Province as saying, "The
ocean netcages are breeding grounds for
high levels of contagious diseases and
this farm is too close to wild salmon populations."
The actual facts remain a matter of
speculation because the industry refuses
to open its records. Even if the report
were false, disease remains a problem
with the net pens.
In a report last March 11, Bob Cox of
the BC Ministry of Environment, Lands
and Parks, documented increasing numbers of outbreaks of IHNV in farmed
Atlantic salmon. He told the Province that
creation of "reservoirs of infection and
amplification of IHNV in cage-reared
and escaped Atlantic salmon could
impact wild migrating salmonid smolts
and spawning adults."
Many of the wild salmon migrating
through salmon net-pen areas around
Vancouver Island hail from BC streams,
notably the Fraser River. But many
salmon from as far as Idaho and Oregon
migrate through coastal BC net pen areas
en route to Southeast Alaska.
The BC aquaculture review said the
exchange of disease between net-pen
and wild populations was quite possible:
"It is reasonable to conclude that wild
and farmed fish are exposed to, and can
be infected by the same organisms, and
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that wild fish can be exposed to
pathogens of farm fish origin."
For years, a community-operated
coho salmon hatchery Simoom Sound
near Alexandra Morton's home suffered
from very low mortality rates. Then, in
the early 1990s, the rate jumped to 55
percent. Morton said an unusual strain of
furunculosis, a type of bacterial infection
native to British Columbia waters,
caused the deaths.
The infection resisted treatment
with the three types of antibiotics authorized for use on salmon in the province.
Meanwhile, salmon at a nearby net pen
also developed furunculosis. Morton
claims this strain was also triple antibiotic-resistant. "When an effective antibiotic was finally found it was administered
to save the remaining farm fish," she
said.
orhing, however, could be done to
protect Chinook using a major migration
route near the farm. The next year, she
says, Chinook populations in the adjacent Kingcome Inlet collapsed.
The BC aquaculture review said it
could not find conclusive evidence that
the disease spread from the net pens to
the wild fish. But it did speculate that,
"The consequences of such an event...
could be significant, particularly if
impacted wild stocks are compromised
by other factors."
Moreover, it said the industry could
not fully prevent an outbreak from hap-

...........---- ......pen mg.
That is not to say the industry does
not do what it can to stop disease. It vaccinates caged salmon, it does not import
live fish into BC, and it disinfects the surface of all eggs brought in. However, as
the review pointed out, the procedure for
disinfecting eggs "is not fool-proof." The
disinfectants used are not 100 per cent
effective ac removing surface pathogens,
even under perfect operating conditions.
Other pathogens are known to be found
within the egg, and these cannot be
destroyed with surface disinfection.

NORWAY'S
NIGHTMARE
In December, the state
of
Washington Pollution Control Hearing
Board convened in Olympia to consider
the nature of Atlantic salmon. Are they
an innocuous crop of food, as the industry claims? Or are they, as critics put it, a
pollutant fouling the water? The Board
will decide whether the Aclancics pose a
negative impact.
Kjeic Hindar of the Norwegian
Insticuce for Nature Research told the
board chat the Pacific Northwest, including BC, is risking the same kind of disaster chat swept through his country's wild
salmon populations, many of which were
lose to disease after the salmon factories
arrived.

Today, the industry in Norway is the
world's leading producer of net-pen
salmon. Bue the industry may be responsible for withering epidemics of furunculosis and sea lice, a parasite, that have left
Norway's wild salmon in shambles.
Furunculosis, Hindar says, was originally introduced into
orway through
infected hatchery fish imported for the
industry from Scotland. The disease has
spread co 74 rivers. Additionally, sea lice
have infected 40 rivers, with dramatic
effects, according to "Containing
Disaster." In almost all infected rivers
the wild salmon stocks have been driven
to the point of extinction.
In a desperate attempt to contain the
problem, Norwegian authorities have
poisoned 24 rivers with the pesticide
Rocenone. "When you use rocenone, the
intent is to kill every fish in the river,"
says Steve Conroy, Ph.D., science and
research director for Washington Trout.
"What the Norwegians have attempted
to do is adopt essentially a scorched-earth
policy co eradicate disease introduced by
infected hatchery fish."
Some say the pathogens have been
spread by escaped net-pen fish. In
Norway, from 650,000 to 4 million netpen salmon have escaped their nee pens
in recent years. Meanwhile, massive
amounts of antibiotics have been used at
the salmon factories to halt disease. The
Norwegian government has cracked
down on the industry with tough new

LEFT: A pod of killer whales lines up in the waters of Broughton
Archipelago in a picture taken before orca pods started to disappear
from the area. Reprinted from IN THE COMPANY OF WHALES: FROM THE DIARY
OF A WHALE WATCHER. courtesy Orea Book Publishers. Victoria BC.
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CENTER: An Atlantic salmon found dead in Scott Cover Creek. a small
coho stream in Broughton Archipelago.

~

RIGHT: Atlantic salmon collected from a seine fleet in Johnstone Strait.
British Columbia. in September 1997. All photos by Alexandra Morton.
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BELOW, Some 20.000 Atlantic salmon escaped from
this damaged net pen into a migration route used by
wild Fraser River sockeye salmon. The Atlantics were
infected with a strain of furunculosis disease that was
resistant to three types of antibiotics. Photo by
Alexandra Morton.

Broughton Archipelago, B. C.

regulations, but Hindar warns chat
unless the massive escapes are stopped,
wild stocks may disappear within 10 to
20 years.
"The risk may be unacceptable," he
said at the Olympia hearing. "The fact is
we don't understand the risks, and so
long as we don 'c know we are caking very
big risks when we farm."
In Scotland, wild populations of
salmon have dwindled and 40 percent of
the salmon catch is now escaped nee-pen
salmon. Scientists have found evidence
through genetic markers chat sea lice
may have come from salmon factories,
although the link remains unproven.
In Ireland, authorities have witnessed a catastrophic collapse of a sea
trout fishery on the West Coast where
salmon net pens are located near spawning areas. The likely cause of the collapse is sea lice.
And in Chile, "Containing Disaster"
reported that Atlantic salmon have
begun to colonize in rivers. If so, it
would mark the first time Atlantic
salmon have colonized anywhere in the
Pacific Ocean. Because Chile has no
native salmon, the fish almost certainly

the weight of an l l-pound Atlantic
salmon, which demonstrated the aggressive nature that endears the fish to sports
fishers on the Atlantic. Eastman is both a
river guide and a biologist for the
Quinault Indian Reservation on the west
side of the Olympic Peninsula in
escaped from salmon factories.
Washington.
He knows his salmon.
The salmon net-pen industry, howAs he cleaned the fish, he discovever, insists colonization is not possible.
le claims the Atlantic variety has been ered a 6-inch baby rainbow trout in ics
introduced repeatedly into the Pacific stomach. This was a significant finding:
Northwest, mostly between 1905 and Atlantic salmon, according to the indus1935. and in every case all the fish died. trialises, are not supposed to feed on
And yet leading experts do nor rule Pacific salmonids. "If chat Atlantic had
colonization
out. Today in the one fish in it, you can assume that the
Northwest, there are plenty of ecological 300.000 Aclancics chat have escaped had
niches chat did not exist 70 years ago. a fish in chem," Eastman said. "They
The Northwest's rivers simply no longer would have an tremendous impact if
teem with salmon. And there's another they are consuming wild fish in the
difference: Decades ago, only eggs or stream, because they are voracious
tiny fry were introduced. Today, the eaters. They arc going to go right at
adult Aclancic salmon is entering the everything."
Similarly, a number of Vancouver
environment,
Island
anglers who found Atlantic
[f these fish succeed at colonizing,
salmon
in
rivers said they were robust,
the consequences for the Pacific salmon,
aggressive and obviously feeding. In the
biologists warn, may be severe.
end, what they eat may not make much
difference.
"Even if they're not feeding
ATLA.NTICS
on Pacific salmonids. they may be feedON THE PROWL
ing on the species upon which Pacific
salmonids rely on for food," says
In October 1996, Dan Eastman Mac Bride of the Georgia Strait Alliance.
dropped a line into the Skykomish River
The salmon aquaculcure industry,
about 15 miles ease of its estuary near however, insists that the Atlantics arc
Everett, Wash. The line lurched under docile and will rarely feed on salmonids.

The exact number of escaped
Atlantic salmon prowling the BC and
Washington state coastal waters is not
known. The BC aquaculture review said
some 60,000 Atlantic salmon are reported escaped in BC yearly. Bue, as the BC
review also pointed out, net pen operators only report large escapes. The
review estimated the actual annual
escape to be about 120,000 fish.
In Puget Sound, a 1996 escape
released 105,000 Atlantic salmon into
open waters. Another escape in July
1997 dispatched 360,000 salmon to the
Sound. lt was followed by an August
1997 release of 50,000 more fish. The
escapees were adults.
Some have been caught at sea by
spores and commercial fishers from the
central Washington coast to Southeast
Alaska. According to a Canadian monitoring program, Atlantic Salmon \\'acch,
the alien fish have been reported at lease
once in 45 different streams and rivers in,
BC, though none have been observed in
freshwater north of Rivers Inlet, a major
wild salmon area north of Broughton
Archipelago. (See chart.)
In light of the potential for escape,
in 1987 Alaska banned the salmon aquaculture industry from raising fish in the
state. But the industry has a foothold in
Puget Sound, with the support of state
CONTINUED
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Atlantic

From 1987 to 1995, 6, 725 Atlantic salmon
were captured in BC marine waters. In
Washington, 2,284 were caught by commercial·
and tribal fisheries from 1988 to 1995. Atlantic
salmon were first reported in Alaskan territorial
waters in 1990, and 87 were caught by late
1995.
In 1996, 671 Atlantic salmon were reported
caught in BC marine fisheries, 135 were caught
in Alaskan - commercial fisheries ( exceeding all
previous years combined), and 112 in
Washington State. Unofficial reports say the
number of Atlantics caught in Alaska increased
greatly in 1997.
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fishery officials and the Legislature. One
legislator is a net-pen operator.
The Earthjustice Legal Fund, which
is representing Washington Trout, the
Washington Environmental Council and
the Marine Environment Consortium
before the Washington Pollution Control
Hearings Board, contends that Atlantic
salmon should be treated like all other
types of industrial emissions - as a pollutant to be regulated under the Clean
Water Act. The groups are considering
further litigation against fish factories
under the Endangered Species Act,
according to attorney Stephan Volker.
"Our purpose is to prevent the escape of
Atlantic salmon, which are jeopardizing
the recovery of Pacific salmonids in the
Puget Sound area," he says.
But a salmon aquaculture industry
report entitled "Net Gain," written by E.
Alan Kenney, Ph.D., in January 1997 as a
counter co Eilis's report Net Loss, said
the likelihood that escapes will impact
Pacific salmon is extremely low.
"Atlantic salmon have consistently
failed to establish sea-run populations
wherever they have been planted outside their range," the Kenney report said.
"In stark contrast, there are numerous
documented cases of successful trans-·
plants of other salmonids. Atlantic
salmon are simply not an opportunistic
species."
Members of the BC review board
agreed. But Ron Ginetz, chief of
Aquaculture Division in Canada's
Department of Oceans and Fisheries,
said in a 1991 internal memo obtained by

Cascadia Times, "In my view it is only a
matter of time before we discover that
Atlantics are gaining a foothold in BC or
in Washington state.; Do we prepare
public/user groups for the possibility, and
strategically plant the seed now, or do we
downplay the idea and deal with the situation if and when it occurs?"
It is probably not possible to say for
certain whether the Atlantic salmon is or
isn't' colonizing
the rivers of the
Northwest. Is anyone trying to find out?
Cascadia Times contacted a Canadian who
claims to be one of the few scholars - if
not the only scholar - conducting academic research on this all-important question.

HOW TO BUY A

SALMON
John Volpe is a doctoral student in
the Biology
Department at the
University of Victoria, and since last summer has been assessing the impacts of
escaped Atlantic salmon on wild salrrion
habitat on Vancouver Island. As Volpe
and others point out, the Pacific
Northwest is no stranger to the Atlantics.
"They 'were dumping Atlantics into a
saturated niche," Volpe says of Atlantic
transplants during years gone by. "The
niche is not saturated any more."
Last summer, he found 60 adult
Atlantic salmon in river surveys on the
north end of Vancouver Island. The fish
were not hard to identify; the black spots
on the gill cover revealed their identity.
Most ranged from 6 to 7 pounds.

By

the

Numbers

The sources of the catches in Alaska are
unknown and could be a combination of
Washington and BC escapees.
. The number of Atlantic salmon entering fresh
water has been increasing since 1991. Between
1990 and 1995, 188 adult Atlantic salmon were
caught or sighted in 36 fresh water systems in
BC. In 1996, 210 Atlantic salmon were reported
in freshwater rivers, surpassing all previous
years combined. Of the Atlantic salmon recovered in BC marine waters, the stomachs of 5.8
percent contained prey, while in Alaskan marine
waters 13 .1 percent contained prey.

"We have circumstantial evidence
spawning may be going on," he says.
"We haven't seen any females digging
redds yet. Nobody has seen females
exercising spawning behavior."
Volpe has received unconfirmed
reports from hatchery operators
that
Atlantic females have spawned in a river
near Point Hardy, on Vancouver Island's
northern tip. Come spring, he will begin
a second round of studies, followed by a
third round in 1999. "It's all an
unknown," he says. "There has been
absolutely no work on potential interaction with Atlantic salmon on the West
Coast."
Aside from putting pressure on political leaders, the public can do little about
this industry and its problems. The issue
is further complicated by its international nature: Other than a couple of experts
who wrote technical reports, American
citizens did not participate in the
Canadian review, even though it is likely
that Canadian escaped fish are finding
their way to American waters. And only
two Canadians - Alexandra Morton and
Mart R. Gross, Ph.D., a professor of zoology at the University of Toronto, testified
in Olympia, although it is likely that
escaped fish from the Puget Sound
industry are ending out in Canadian
waters.
"The international aspects of this
problem, including where the fish are
coming from that end up in Alaska, have
not even begun to be considered," Gross
said.
Meanwhile, the court case in

Washington state continues on February
23 when the defendant salmon aquaculturists testify before the Pollution
Control Hearings Board, arguing the case
for Puget Sound net-pen salmon production.
And what about the shiny salmon fillets wrapped in cellophane? Choosing
the Chinook over the Atlantic is not the
simple solution. One cannot be sure that
even the Chinook wasn't raised in a net
pen, or wasn't part of a disappearing local
population being decimated by logging,
overfishing or some other cause.
Consumers can help make change
where the political process thus far has
failed by pushing retailers
to label
salmon honestly - as wild or farmed,
perhaps even by species. Such labeling
of salmon is not now mandatory.
"If consumers pushed for honest
labeling and were informed about the
reasons not to buy farmed salmon unless
it was raised organically and in closed
contained systems, they could put significant economic pressure on the industry,"
MacBride says. "We don't counsel people not to buy eggs because 0£ the atrocities committed on chickens, we urge
them to buy free range instead."
Me? I think I'll be buying the eggplant.
•
Paul Koberstein is editor of Cascadia Times.
He can be reachedat cascadia@spiritone.com
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Return to the
Decades Ago Japan Destroyed
its Wild Rivers and Salmon in
Favor of Factory- Raised Fish.
Now Some Japanese Are
Having Second Thoughts.

Photos by Eve Vogel

A research salmon hatchery is located next to this very-cemented stream.

Japanese constructed a gravel island in this stream as part of a restoration project.

By Eve Vogel

.
A

brave new world for salmon has
evolved in Japan. Chum, pink and
masu salmon have become scarce
in the wild as rivers have been channelized, dammed and lined with cement. Yet
Japan has millions of industrially produced salmon that have little need for
rivers. Mass-produced in hatcheries,
released near the mouth of Japanese
rivers as small "fry," and caught' once
again as adults in the same river mouths,
these prolific fish never see an inland river. The success of this factory production
can be measured by Japan's thriving fishing industry. Its chum salmon harvest
alone makes up 27 percent of the world's
salmon catch.
As we in the Pacific Northwest confront the crisis facing our own wild
salmon, we should consider whether we
want Japan's futuristic model to be our
own. If we continue to favor industrial
and agricultural use of our land and
rivers, we follow Japan's example. Japan's
experience suggests we can indeed continue, that we can even sacrifice our wild
rivers and our river fish, and still maintain
a viable commercial salmon industry and
plenty of salmon on the store shelves. It's
an option whose low cost to industry may
have considerable appeal to some
Northwesterners. But before we as a
region choose this option and accept the
price of lost wild salmon, it would be wise
to listen to those who have traveled this
road before us, and especially to those
who critique it.

Japanese salmon enthusiasts
Masahide Kaeriyama, Ph.D., is a fish
biologist for the Fisheries Agency of
Japan
in Sapporo, the capital
of
Hokkaido, the northern island of Japan. I
met him at the Sapporo train station after
a grueling 24-hour train trip from Tokyo;
the train had faced a most un-Japanese
delay after a landslide interfered with the
tracks. Kaeriyama had agreed not only to
meet me and introduce me to several of
his colleagues, but also to put me up in
his home - all after a simple email introduction in which I explained I was a high
school teacher doing an informal research
project on Japanese salmon.
Kaeriyama was enthusiastic about
my project. He has traveled to salmonproducing countries all over the world
and was obviously happy to host an international visitor to his country and institution. His passion for his work was clear as
soon as I walked into his home: three colleagues greeted me warmly, while his
wife cooked up a feast of salmon and vegetables prepared in local style. Even his
dog is named "Chum" in a fashionable
- English pun after his favorite research

animal.
Kaeriyama works at the Hokkaido
Salmon Hatchery, part of the Japanese
Fisheries Agency. As head of the Ecology
Research Division, Kaeriyama's work has
been to study population ecology and life
history of a variety of salmon species,
with the long-range goal not just of hatchery production but of long-term ecological sustainability of salmon populations.
He and his colleagues told me primarily about two species of salmon: chum
and masu. Chum is the second-largest
Pacific salmon species after Chinook,
which are not native to Japan. Chum
salmon are easy to raise in hatcheries
because they enter the ocean as baby
"fry," and thus need little care and feeding before release. Many hatcheries in
Alaska produce the relatively easy-to-rear
chum salmon, but chum have never been
preferred in North America - hence
their English language nickname, "dog"
salmon. Masu salmon, sometimes called
"cherry" salmon, live only on the Asian
side of the Pacific, and though they vary
tremendously in size and life history, they
are somewhat similar to our coho. Masu
that leave for the ocean must be one- or
two-year-old smolts before they are ready
to migrate, and thus they are less than
ideal in hatcheries. More critical for both
my interests and the interests of
Kaeriyama's team of salmon ecologists,
though, because they are smaller than
chum and spawn in a different season,
they can escape the weirs that catch the
vast majority of returning chum. Dozens
of native wild masu runs still survive in
Japan.

Industrial land, industrial salmon
Kaeriyama
and his colleagues
explained that research on wild and naturally spawning salmon is relatively new to
Japan. Although fishing as an industry
and fish as a food source are central to
Japan's history and self-identity, Japan's
history and politics have not traditionally
emphasized protection of wild salmon or
the habitats they need. Japan's high population density and limited arable land
have pushed the Japanese toward intensive land use. Meandering and flooding
rivers interfere with this. The Japanese
Construction Ministry, a kind of superpowerful Army Corps of Engineers that
has jurisdiction over all Japanese waterways, has responded by channelizing,
deepening, and damming all major rivers
in the country and most small ones in
urban or agricultural areas. Some 20 per-.
cent of rivers and streams in the country
have been literally lined with cement,
and most dams lack fish passage.
Similarly, there is little room for riparian
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buffers or limits on economic activities in
important watershed areas. Not unlike in
the U.S., Japan's rivers face degradation
from industrial pollutants, agricultural
run-off, and both sedimentation and
warming from logging and grazing.
Unsurprisingly, cemented and channelized riverbeds, dams without passage,
and warm polluted rivers are less than
ideal for salmon spawning, feeding and
migration.
To maintain its fishing industry
and high-fish diet, then, Japan had to
find ways to have fish without having much terrestrial fish habitat.
There have been essentially three
strategies to achieve this: fish the
ocean; produce fish artificially,
through hatcheries and farms; and
import fish from other countries.
Japan developed all three strategies after it ended its isolationist
policies following the 1867 restoration of the Meiji emperor. For close
to a. century the greatest focus was
on high seas fishing, but in the
1950s the U.S., Canada and the
USSR pressured Japan to curb its harvest of their fisheries, and in the 1960s
and '70s unilateral and international
agreements extended national jurisdiction from 3 miles to 200 miles off-shore.
Japan's ability to profit from the fish-rich
high seas was crushed. Japan responded
pragmatically by sharply accelerating its
hatchery program. By 1986, Japan's
hatchery catch was five times its high
seas catch, a virtual reversal of 1965 proportions. Finally, though Japan has
worked hard to be as self-sufficient as it
can in its fish consumption, it still buys a
tremendous amount of its fish from
abroad, including close to 90 percent of
Alaska's salmon. Tsukiji, Tokyo's fish
market, by far the largest in the world,
buys 400 kinds of seafood from 60 countries.
These alternative sources of fish
have allowed the Japanese not to worry
overly much about the decline of their
rivers and the fish that depended on
them. In recent years, though, the
Japanese have begun to reconsider their
120-year practice of emphasizing ind ustrial-style development and control of
rivers. Salmon play a part in this new
thinking.

interests in salmon. By the late 1800s, as
part of the Japanese assimilationist policies, the Ainu were forbidden to fish in
their traditional fishing grounds, rivers.
But in 1986, they were finally allowed to
catch a handful for traditional purposes.
The number has slowly increased, and in
the 1990s they have caught several hundred salmon in rivers. Though this number is miniscule by our standards, it is
nonetheless significant for Japan. In the
last few years in policy statements that
again seem pitifully meager by our
standards and yet represent an enormous change for Japan, Japan's government gave official recognition to
the Ainu as Japan's native people,
and declared protection of distinct
cultures to be a priority. The remnant Ainu may finally begin to reemerge as a voice in Japanese policies. This would bode well for
Japan's wild salmon, which, like
their North American cousins, once
played the central role in the diet of
local native people.
As someone who had lived in Japan
in 1984 and before, I was struck that
many people I met seemed much more
reflective than I remembered about the
price of the country's incredible economic and industrial success, and much more
willing to attribute value to wildness.
Kaeriyama exemplified this. In his travels, he was especially impressed in
British Columbia to see runs of wild
salmon and to speak to biologists there
who work hard to protect the needed
habitat of wild fish. This government
agency researcher from a country so often
stereotyped as all business and efficiency
told me he believed that having wild
creatures was essential for the human
spirit.

Japanese stand up for wild salmon

Even economic giants need wild fish
Kaeriyama said his agency considers
the genetic and ecological diversity of
wild stocks to be a key to long-term sustainability of any salmon fishery, includc
i5 ing their hatchery-based one. Mitsuhiro
c
Nagata, Ph.D., of the Hokkaido Fish
u
DO
c Hatchery explained to me that the masu
u salmon hatcheries that provide eggs for
farmed masu collect 1,000 wild fish every
six years, and completely re-start their
hatchery stock. Obviously, they are
dependent on the continuance of healthy
.D
wild masu salmon runs. Although the
Li:s, enormous quantity of chum that Japan
til::::, produces allows their chum hatcheries to
c maintain sufficient genetic diversity,
.!!!,
Japanese ecologists like Kaeriyama
believe that local naturally-spawning

c
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Salmon. probably from Alaska. sit on ice at Tokyo's Tsukiji Fish Market. the world's largest.

chum could help maintain a range of
genetic traits and ecological adaptations
that can ensure long-term viability of
Japanese salmon.
Beyond this pragmatic concern for
sustainable hatcheries, Japan seems to be
developing new constituents for wild
fish. There is no tradition of sportfishing
in Japan, but the hobby has grown since

it was introduced in the 1950s.
Recognizing the potential profits this still
relatively uncommon recreation can produce, Japanese policies begin to protect
good sportfishing rivers.
Interestingly, Japanese policy-makers are beginning to take into account the
long-ignored native Ainu of Northern
Japan and their historical and cultural

Toshiya Suzuki, Ph.D., a colleague
of Kaeriyama's, took me to the Toyohira
River that runs through the city of
Sapporo. Its native wild chum run had
died out years ago, but a citizen's group
concerned for the river's water quality
formed
a "Come
Back
Salmon
Campaign" in 1978 and began a hatchery
release program. Now the river has a selfsustaining run of salmon that spawn
upstream. I looked out at this river and
shook my head in amazement to think
that salmon could migrate up and down
this broad, cement-lined channel. But
the water was clean, and I could see that
the small flood-control structures in the
waterway had notches for fish passage
built into them. On the side of the river,
where a main road ran, were proud sculptures of swimming salmon.
Some of this change in attitude has
begun even to galvanize citizen protests,
still a relatively rare phenomenon in
Japan. In 1995, the gates closed on a dam
to block the last free-flowing major river
in Japan, the Nagara. Yet before that happened, thousands of citizens staged
repeated canoe protests at the construction site and marched to the central office
of the powerful Ministry of Construction
demanding an end to the dam. Even the

rmn--------111111111111111---Cascade Group an
Example
Of "Astroturf" Lobbying

Tidewater Barge wants to keep the
roads we face concerning our Pacific
head of the Environmental Agency spoke
lucrative monopoly on oil shipments,
publicly against the dam, though it cost
salmon. Should we choose to protect our
and it is funding opposition to the
him his job. One woman, Reiko Amano,
wild salmon, or allow them to disappear? A
pipeline, not on environmental grounds,
led most of the protests and staged two
choice to protect wild salmon and their
but to avoid the economic competition a
habitats would involve setting new priorihunger strikes to protest the dam; her work
pipeline would pose.
ties - and yes, new limits - on what we
To the editor:
won tremendous
media coverage and
There is an additional angle that
widespread public sympathy.
· allow private industry to do.
As a graduate student of environyour
readers need to know about, and I
There are, of course, voices and forces
mental policy, I read your article, "Tug
The Construction Ministry did riot
hope
Cascadia Times will cover:
in the orthwest that resist such changes.
of War" (CT, October 1997), with great
alter its plans for the Nagara River Dam,
Tidewater
Barge is funding legal action
They point out the economic price, and
interest. Economic interests, masbut after the dam gates closed, the
to
try
to
force
state and federal agencies
chey argue, too, that we can have salmon
querading as "citizen" or "environmenMinistry quietly created local review panand the pipeline company to spend
without such changes. As Idaho's Senator
ta!" groups, in an effort to influence
els for all future dam projects. Since then,
thousands of dollars to "study" the layHelen Chenowith is famous for saying,
p~blic policy, are a research topic of
it has cancelled at least four dams projects
ing of a second north-south pipeline in
salmon can't be endangered: there is plenrrune.
very late in their planning, citing the need
the Interstate 5 corridor as an "alternacy on the shelves. Japan's example supWhen checking some information, I
for cost-savings during a recession. Last
tive"
to the cross-Cascade route. The
ports
her
view:
we
can
manufacture
plenty
had
the
occasion
to
place
a
call
to
the
May, the Japanese parliament amended
barge
company wants this because such
in factories and still give full rein on the
telephone number listed in the Cascade
the country's River Act to include consera
line
could send even more oil to
land to industry and agriculture. We could
Columbia Alliance's literature (available
vation as one of the Act's goals.
Portland
where it would be placed on
even have a salmon fishing industry - at
at a public meeting). I found that, in
The Construction Ministry has begun
barges
bound
for eastern Washington.
to incorporate fish needs into some of their
least an ocean-based commercial one.
fact, when the call was returned, Caller
Tidewater is trying to use Washington
Bue are we truly willing to pay the
ID indicated chat the number belonged
river management. Dr. Nagata took me to
state.s environmental review process to
price: the sacrifice of most or all of our wild
to Tidewater Barge. Your readers might
a small stream where the Construction
further its economic goals. We believe
fish, most or
be interested to know that further invesMinistry
had
media coverage will provide a complete
all of our river
tigation shows the address given for the
un-channelpicture. So far, your newspaper has outfishing?
Cascade Columbia Alliance in the
ized a short
paced other media in offering balanced
Y./e are not
resource guide accompanying your arti1/4-kilometercoverage
of who really opposes the
J a pan:
we
cle is that of a generic mail company in
or-so
stretch
pipeline
and
why.
have a tradiOlympia, WA.
by removing
tion
of
valuStudies
show
that
a
significant
persome of the
Otto Herman
ing wildness.
centage of the American public contincement banks,
REBOUND
Wild salmon
ues to hold environmental values in
widening the
Seattle, WA
are a part of , high regard. Trading on the established
stream, adding
(206)
441-7364
our
Pacific
reputation
of
organizations
chat
espouse
a small gravel
I
Northwest
these values is particularly egregious
island in the
identity
and
when one considers the significant conmiddle
and
heritage,
as
tributions that true grassroots organizaplanting shrubs.
much as fishtions have made to the environmental
He said the
ing and eatmovement.
Ministry has
To the Editor:
ing fish are a
As your article pointed out, the
only begun to
I was reading my December copy
part of japan's.
Cascade Columbia Alliance is no grasspilot
such
of Cascadia Times when in the letter secWild
rivers
roots environmental group. It is, howevrestoration
tion I read your response to the person,s
help
define
er, an excellent example of "astroturf"
projects, and
Chum salmon. top. and masu salmon. bottom
question about your position on hunting.
our image of
lobbying.
only in places
It would seem to me that your reply put
like this, near the headwaters of screams in our beautiful land, and provide us with
you "firmly straddling both sides of the
Margaret H. Hornbaker
long-standing, recognized emotional, spirrelatively unpopulated areas, but that they
fence."
Special Individual PhD Program
itual and economic benefits.
plan slowly to expand. Further, the
While chis is a long and complicatUniversity of Washington
·we have strong constituencies
with
Ministry has been steadily improving fish
ed subject, I'll make a small effort that
Seattle, WA.
deep historical roots for protecting river ,
passage. In 1970s it accelerated greatly its
~ might begin some dialogue between
building of fishways; this trend continues.
fish. We have treaties, with recognized,
hunters and non-hunters (and maybe
Where Japan's salmon and rivers will sovereign native tribes that we are legally
even anti-hunters). I would suggest,
be SO or. 100 years from now is anyone's
bound to respect, and chose treaties guarwhen you have time, that you read the
guess. Clint Akinson, an American who
antee a viable in-river catch. Sporcfishing
book Bloodies, by Ted Kerasote, for
has worked with Japanese fisheries policy
is a strong and popular recreation; sportsome background. T'hen perhaps
To
the
Edicor:
for years guesses chat "production
from
fishers will not quietly accept a ban on rivCascadia Times could do an article on
On behalf of our members, union
the present hatchery
program will be
er fishing.
the subject. I would suggest that you
working men and women in Washington
maintained, perhaps increased slightly by
Unlike Japan, we do not have the
talk to such authors as Ted and the
I state who support the proposed Cross
incredible pressures- of living on a few
improved technology ... " but "[t]here will
group, Orion.
Cascade
Pipeline
project,
I
would
like
to
be increased interest in natural spawning
small, heavily populated islands. In the
Who knows, maybe in the future
thank you for your extremely informafor personal interests, aesthetic or educaNorthwest, protecting wild rivers and fish
you
could
even take a position that
tive article about barging and the
tional value .... " Jeff Durbin, who complied
from some industrial and agricultural -uses
would
support
hunting here in our
pipeline.
environmental
news
for the Japan
would have an economic impact, yes, but
Pacific Northwest.
I
represent
REBOUND,
an
organino one would believably argue that it
Environmental Monitor for one and a half
zation now entering its 10th year as an
years in Japan and recently moved back to would threaten our abilities to feed ourChris Hyland
environmental and economic watchdog
Portland, sees a rising citizen activism and
selves or survive as an economically viable
Walla
Walla, WA.
for the members of our participating
involvement in environmental issues.
part of the world.
building trades unions. We strongly
This isn't to say the Pacific Northwest
The Japanese are further down the
endorse the Cross Cascade Pipeline as
road of intensive industrial and agriculturshould not follow Japan's lead. Bue we
an environmentally superior means of
al land use than we are in the Pacific
should bear in mind that even Japan is
transporting gasoline from western to
Northwest. But in a country renowned for slowly retracing its seeps and re-prioritizeastern Washington, and as an alternaits almost single-minded focus on economing their politics, funding and research
tive to the alarming increases in the
ic and industrial
progress, the Japanese
back coward protection of wild rivers and
barging of fuel on the Columbia River.
have begun to look back, and co realize
wild salmon. If we follow Japan, perhaps
Since 1989, shipments of gasoline,
they are not so willing to blindly sacrifice
this is the way we should go.
•
diesel and jet fuel up the Columbia
their wild salmon and rivers.
from Portland to Pasco have tripled.
Eve Vogelwrites from Portland.
This is in direct conflict with stated
public policy goals of salmon recovery,
Lessons for Cascadia
and these increases have occurred without public hearings or government overWe talk in Cascadia about the crosssight.
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Oil Barging Conflicts
With Salmon Recovery
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• Asthma is brought on by c;1 barely
understood concoction of genetic,
psychological and environmental
factors - including cockroaches,
according to-a study released in
May. Other factors: secfondhand
smoke, stress and air pollution.
&

• Dutch elm disease has all but
, kiUed off elms in the U.S • . :But the
tisfately tree.'.may be makiq,g .
comeback, thanks to two ·new varieties that can. withstand the disease. Elm seeds were inoculated
with the disease virus.
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• IB'e EPA ·;aid fine airb6r~r particulates l<ill 60';000 people a year in
die US. Two new studies "revealed
that restdents towns withithigh 1par-.
trculate levels-were 17 to,26 percent more like to die prematurely
than residents of cleaner towns.
• What's your,tidal marsh worth?
One acre, of tidal marsh performs
about $2,800 worth of water
purification every year. Multiply
that by 165 million acres of
ceastal wetlands on the planet and'
you get a tidy annual bill ·of $462·
billion ..

.

• The National Cancer Institute
revealed last year that?r,;000
Americans were exposed to
radioactive fallout from bomb
tests in the 1950s and 1960s.
Exposure levels were high enough
·· to cause thyroid cancer.' ·
• More insects: This time ants from
Argentina which have invaded the
US in record numbers, wreaking
havoc with food crops, especially
in California.
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• Finally, frogs are dying. Biologists
blame acid rain, pollution, loss of
wetlands and the shrinking ozone
layer. Now there's a new possible
cause: a parasite that attacks frog
skin.
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Discover

Magazine, January

By William Boyer

T

he cost of replacing oldgrowth trees when they are
cut is enormous, but no
attempt has ever been made co calculate the costs.
Farmers often borrow money to
replant, knowing they must make
enough to deduct the costs of the
interest from their sale of the products. One year's interest may still
make the return acceptable.
But forest economics is very different. The true costs have to be
ignored in order to make the cutting
of old growth trees profitable. A
farmer can cut his wheat and produce
a replacement crop in another year.
Cutting old growth trees never
involves replacement, not only
because the 100- to 500-year growing
period is beyond the planning period
of society but because the costs of
replacement are ignored.
Old growth trees are sold at market prices - what the
tree will bring on the
lumber market.
Replacement costs
could be hundreds or
even thousands of
times greater than
their current market
value. For example, if
forest managers were
to replace old growth
trees they might copy
the farmer's ways and
borrow money to
replace trees that had
been cut and sold. Let
us assume that the
cost of replacement of
a tree is only one dollar, an average for
planting a new
seedling. One dollar for planting a
seedling for a 200-year-old tree followed by a waiting period of 200
years, with an annual interest rate of 8
percent on the dollar borrowed, would
mean the normal compounded interest cost would be $4.8 million.
For an illustration, consider that a
tree brings $2,000 when it is cut down
and sold by the Forest Service, and the
replacement co t is $4.8 million. The
replacement cost in this case is 2,400
times as much as what is received.
The public then receives about .0-t
percent of the economic value.
Where does the difference come
from? The tree before it is cut has various values, socially and ecological,
but from the narrow view of economics the tree is worth its replacement
vaJue before it is cue. This means that
before it is cut the 200-year-old tree
on the ground is worth $4.8 million,
based on the above figures, and based
on replacement cost.

This 200-year figure for old
growth is only for illustration, for
many old growth trees are 200- to 500years old and some redwood, which
have no known terminal life, are 2,000
years old.
Nature's capital is so valuable that
it should only be used without incurring a high cost to future generations.
When we consume it without replacing it we are taking from future generations their rightful claim to the common heritage. So currently, future generations are subsidizing all cutting of
old growth forests at such a high level
of subsidy it almost exceeds comprehension.

T

he subsidy is so great that no
old growth trees would be cut
without the subsidy. All future
generations have their heritage taken
away from them without involvement
in the decisions. Current generations

replacement cost. The other is to
require that timber companies contribute the difference between their
profits on a tree and replacement costs
to a public trust so that at least the
economic value of the tree is not lost
to future generations.
Trees up to 100 years old might
bring a market price equal to replacement cost. But a 200 year old tree,
which may have a value of $4.8 million in real replacement costs, would
not be cut. Replacement costs would
be too expensive. Since costs will be
so enormous as trees approach the old
growth age, there may be no need for
public intervention to save old growth
on private property for it will be too
expensive to log and pay replacement
costs. On public forests, in addition to
ecological standards, trees would never be cut unless they could be sold
above replacement costs.
Both proposals are ethically
defensible. However,
change in public policy in connection with
state and federal lands
is the most feasible
politically and should
be instituted without
delay.
There are current
legal arguments about
"takings" of resources
by government, but
the taking from future
generations is overlooked. Resources that
are irreplaceable or
virtually non-renewable provide an ethical
ownership claim by
future generations.
Until there is policy
facing up to the real replacement costs
of old growth, the rightful claim of
future generations will be ignored,
and legalized theft of an enormous
magnitude will continue.

If each 200-year-old tree that is
logged is subsidized to an average
rate of over $2 million, and if each
year 10,000 such trees are cut in
Oregon, the subsidy will equal $20
billion per year.

don't even give them an IOU.
Actual monetary costs of logging
old growth forests include secondary
impacts of watershed degradation, and
often siltation in streams which results
in loss of valuable salmon habitat. But
in basic business terms, the logging of
old growth is probably the most highly
subsidized of any busine s in the world.
If each 200-year-old tree that is
logged is subsidized to an average rate
of over $2 million, and if each year
10,000 such trees are cut in Oregon,
the subsidy will equal $20 billion per
year. Add California, Washington,
Idaho, Montana, British Columbia and
Alaska, and the subsidy will multiply.
Any reasonable alternative figures
can be used and the general result will
be the same when actual replacement
costs are calculated.
There are two considerations for
public policy. One is for any public
forest agency such as the Forest
Service to never sell a tree below its

•

William Boyer, prof Emeritus, University
of Hawaii, is author of America's
Future: Transition to the 21st Century.
He writes from Sisters, Ore.
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Toxic Chemicals, Cancer and You
by Kathie Durbin

lifetimes; today, the number is 40 percent. Among people between the ages
"And the nonsurvivors fill the Pacific Ocean,
of 35 and 64, cancer now is the number
the Grand Canyon, and the whole of
one killer.
Antarctica.
But this epidemic is not evenly disThey fill our silences. And they fill our
tributed. Research by the World Health
mouths when we try to speak.
Organization shows a far higher inciThey inhabit vast and magnificent cities . . . "
dence of cancer in industrialized countries than in countries with little indus- Sandra Steingraber, "In Response to
try. And even in the United States, some
a Promotional Ad Claiming That the
are far more vulnerable than others.
Number of People Who Have Survived
Steingraber explores cancer in workers
Cancer Could Now Fill the City of Los
routinely exposed to chemicals, in
Angeles." From Post-Diagnosis
human populations exposed to chemi(Firebrand Books, 1995)
cals due to ignorance or carelessness; in
immigrants; in residents of rural areas
cientist. Poet, Cancer survivor. In
with heavy pesticide use; in people who
this important book, a worthy suclive near chemical factories, dumps and
cessor to Rachel Carson's Silent
polluted rivers; and, most disturbingly,
Spring, Sandra Steingraber approaches
among children. (Childhood cancers are
her subject from all three perspectives.
up by 30 percent since 1959.) She studThe result is a moving, provocative look
ies how chemicals affect cell growth and
at cancer and environmental contaminadivision, damage the immune system,
tion that forces us to rethink the pervaand disrupt the endocrine system. Her
sive role of toxic chemicals in our lives.
survey is not limited to humans; she also
As a college student, Steingraber
examines new research on how chemicontracted bladder cancer and began a
cals damage fish and shellfish.
quest to learn all she could about its
Steingraber admits that scientific
causes. She earned a doctorate in bioloknowledge alone may never prove congy from the University of Michigan and
clusively the link between toxic chemibegan a career as a college reacher and
cals and cancer. As Peter Montague notresearcher, which took her to Boston
ed in a review in Rachel's Environment
and Chicago. Her search eventually
& Health Weekly, "She never oversteps
brought her back to her place of origin,
the bounds of what is really know, what
Tazewell County in central Illinois. In
is suspected but unproven, and what is
careful derail, Sreingraber describes how
merely informed speculation."
toxic chemicals have invaded the soil,
Nevertheless, she presents a compelling
air and water of this agricultural region.
circumstantial case.
One example: In 1950, less than 10 perIn the book's forceful conclusion,
cent of Illinois cornfields were sprayed
Sreingraber questions our society's
with pesticides; by 1993, 99 percent
assumptions about the causes of cancer
were chemically treated.
and the misleading messages the public
From Tazewell County, she follows
receives. For instance, emphasizing a
the story into the laboratories of sciengenetic disposition toward certain kinds
tists who are beginning to study the
of cancer when only 10 percent of canways in which toxic chemicals such as
cers at most are believed to be linked to
organochlorine pesticides invade our
defective inherited genes "focuses us on
bodies, our breast tissues, our organs,
the one piece of the puzzle we can do
our cells. Those studies cannot begin to
absolutely nothing about," she remarks.
keep up with the introduction of new
Similarly, an emphasis on early
chemical compounds, she points out; 3
detection and lifestyle choices distracts us
percent at most of 75,000 chemicals now
from seeking root causes, Steingraber
in commercial use have been thoroughly
argues. From puberty on, girls are urged
tested on animals.
by everyone from health teachers to the
Living Downstream is the first book
American Cancer Society to examine
to explore connections between newly
their breasts monthly for lumps. As
released information in the National
- mature women, they're warned to get
Cancer Registry and information about
annual.mammograms. There's no queschemical pollution contained in the
tion early detection saves lives. But
Environmental Protection Agency's
Steingraber argues that the message shifts
Toxics Release Inventory. Steingraber's
responsibility from those who contamipremise is that toxic chemicals play a far
nate to their victims. The American
larger role in the increased incidence of
Cancer Society's admonition that "the
cancer in industrialized nations than we
best prevention is early detection" is nonhave been led to believe.'
sensical, she writes; by the time cancer is
The numbers proving we are in the
detected, it's too late for prevention.
midst of a cancer epidemic are startling:
She cites a recent cancer report proBetween 1950 and 1991, cancer cases in
duced. by her home state of Illinois,
the U.S. increased by 49.3 percent. In
which concludes, "Many persons could
1950, 25 percent of adult Americans
reduce their chances of developing or
could expect to get cancer during their
dying from cancer by adopting healthier

S

lifestyles and by visiting
their physicians regularly
for cancer-related checkups." Steingraber retorts:
"The fact that Illinois is a
leading producer of hazardous waste, a heavy
user of pesticides and
home to an above-average number of Superfund
sites is neither mentioned
nor considered."
Unspoken is the implication that here lies the
source of her own bladder
cancer.
The urgent cask facing us, Steingraber says,
is to understand how
exposure to chemical
invaders of our world
have increased the cancer
risk - and how to minimize those risks. Where
to begin? She urges us to
explore our "ecological
roots" by returning to our
own places of origin and
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LIVING DOWNSTREAM: AN
ECOLOGIST LOOKS AT CANCER
AND THE ENVIRONMENT, by
Sandra Steingraber, Addison-Wesley
Publishing Co., Inc., 1997.
learning what chemicals we were
exposed to in our formative years.
"We need to find out what pesticides were sprayed in our neighborhood
and what sorts of household chemicals
were stored under our parents' kitchen
sink," she writes. Being detectives in
our own lives "means learning about the
sources of our drinking water (past and
present), about the prevailing winds that
blow through our communities and
about the agricultural system that provides us food ... It demands curiosity
about how our apartment buildings are
exterminated, clothing cleaned, and golf
courses maintained. le means asserting
our right to know about any and all toxic
ingredients in products such as household cleaners, paints and cosmetics."
There's nothing we can do to rid
our world of the toxic chemicals that
now permeate our soil, our water, our
air. Bur Sreingraber says we can rake
action to prevent the introduction of
new toxins. She suggests three principles that should guide us in this effort:
• The precautionary principle,
which dictates that indications of
harm, rather than absolute proof of
harm, should trigger action, "especially if delay may cause irreparable damage."
• The principle of reverse onus,
which shifts the burden from the
public and government agencies to

Steingraber

prove a new chemical will do harm
to producers, importers and users
of those chemicals to prove they
will do none.
• The principle of the least toxic
alternative, which insists that as
long as there is another way to
accomplish a task, toxic substances
will not be employed.
Steingraber is a first-rate scientist,
and her analysis of numerous studies of
the chemical-cancer link is impeccable.
But unlike many scientists, she never forgets that cancer statistics represent real
suffering and dying people. Preventing
environmentally caused cancer, she
maintains, is a human rights issue.
Even if the most conservative estimate is accurate, and only 2 percent of
cancer deaths are caused by environmental contamination, that means
10,940 people in the United States die
from environmentally caused cancers
each year.
This, she reminds us, "is the annual
equivalent of wiping out a small-city. It
is thirty funerals every day. None of
these 10,940 Americans will die quick,
painless deaths. They will be amputated, irradiated, and dosed with
chemotherapy. They will expire privately in hospitals and hospices and be
buried quietly. Photographs of their
bodies will not appear in newspapers.
We will not know who most of them are.
Their anonymity, however, does not
moderate this violence. These deaths
are a form of homicide."
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Is this your local media's
idea of wildlife?

Don't duck the real issues.
Subscribeto CASCADIA TIMES and get in-depth news, opinion
and resourceson the important issues in the region.
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